Intelligent system to predict intradialytic hypotension in chronic hemodialysis.
Intradialytic hypotension (IDH) is a serious complication and a major risk factor of increased mortality during hemodialysis (HD). However, predicting the occurrence of intradialytic blood pressure (BP) fluctuations clinically is difficult. This study aimed to develop an intelligent system with capability of predicting IDH. In developing and training the prediction models in the intelligent system, we used a database of 653 HD outpatients who underwent 55,516 HD treatment sessions, resulting in 285,705 valid BP records. We built models to predict IDH at the next BP check by applying time-dependent logistic regression analyses. Our results showed the sensitivity of 86% and specificity of 81% for both nadir systolic BP (SBP) of <90 mmHg and <100 mmHg, suggesting good performance of our prediction models. We obtained similar results in validating via test data and data of newly enrolled patients (new-patient data), which is important for simulating prospective situations wherein dialysis staff are unfamiliar with new patients. This compensates for the retrospective nature of the BP records used in our study. The use of this validated intelligent system can identify patients who are at risk of IDH in advance, which may facilitate well-timed personalized management and intervention.